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ON THE SUMMABILITY ALMOST EVERYWHERE OF THE

MULTIPLE FOURIER SERIES AT THE CRITICAL INDEX

BY GEN-ICHIRO SUNOUCHI

Recently Stein [5] shows the existence of an H1 function on the k -torus,
whose Fourier series is almost everywhere non-summable with respect to the
Bochner-Riesz means of the critical index (&—1)/2.

On the background of this example, he says as follows. In the case k=ί,
It is known that there exists an H1 function whose Fourier series diverges almost
everywhere (see [6], [7]). In the other direction the theorem of Carleson-Hunt-
Sjδlin guarantees the convergence almost everywhere whenever / e L l o g L
(log log L); see [3].

For the multiple Fourier series, S. Bochner pointed out that summability at
the critical index (k—1)/2 is the correct analogue of convergence for phenomena
near L. In this sense Stein's example is a version in the case of general k. On
the other hand, as another version he says that whenever /eL(logL) 2 , the
multiple Fourier series of / is summable almost everywhere at the critical index
(k—1)/2. However this version is slightly different from the one dimensional
case. The purpose of this note is to show that we can replace the last condi-
tion by /el,(log L)(log log L).

Let f(x)—f(xi, x2, •••, Xk)^L on Qk:—π<xt^π (/—I, 2, •••, k) and its

Fourier series be

/(*)~Σ ane
tn'*

where

an = (2π)'h\ f{x)e~xn *dx.

Then the δ-th Bochner-Riesz means of the series is

)= Σ <X-\n\*/R*)δane™ *.

THEOREM. // \ |/(x)|(log+|/(x)|)(log+log+|/(x)|)i/x<co) then,
JQk

( g / ) ( ) / ( ) a.e.,

where a=(k-ϊ)/2 (k>l).
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For the proof we generalize the index δ to complex number and set δ=σ+iτ.
The estimate of Stein [4, p. 128] is, for σ>a,

where
(Sj/)(x)=sup |(S&

0<Λ<oo

and f*(x) is the spherical maximal function, that is

/*(*)= sup kN-kωA \f{x+y)\dy,
0<ΛΓ<oo J\y\<N

ωk=2(π)kιyΓ(k/2).

The constant Λ, remains bounded as σ-*a. Since f*(x) is week type (1, 1),
that is, μ being the Lebesgue measure,

||/U

where A is a constant which depends on the dimension k only, we have for σ > a

(1) J « { ^

On the other hand it is routine for / e L 2 to have

for σ>0 and Ba—Oiσ'1) as <x-»0. Hence we have naturally for σ>0

(2) μ{

From (1) and (2) we shall prove the following proposition.

PROPOSITION. Let f(x)^Lp(Qk) and a be the critical index, then

for every Kp<2.

Proof. We apply to (1) and (2) the interpolation theorem on an analytic
family of linear operators on L(p, q) space (see [2]). The L(p, q) space notation
of (1) and (2) are

(3)

for σ>a, and

(4)
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for σ>0.
Let R{x) be a measurable function on Qk such as 0^R(x)^R0<co and δ(z)

= εo(l—z)+(a+ε1)z, where ε0, εi>0 will be decided soon and we define an
analytic family of linear operators

where O^
For a given p(l<p<2), we choose εo = a-(2-p)/4^1/2-(2-p)/4 =

J&/4>1/4>0, and e1=(/>-l)/2>0. Set (l-t)/2+t/l=l/p, that is l/p=(l+t)/2
(0<f<l), then δ(ί)=eo(l-O+(α+δi)ί=α.

On the line z=iy, we have δ(iy)=a—(2—p)/4+ipy/4, that is

and

\Imδ{iy)\=p\y\/4£\y\/2.

From (4) we have

Secondly on the line z=l+iy, we have 5(l+23θ=α+(/>—l)/2+z/>:y/4, that is,

Reδ( l+ι»=α+(ί- l )/2>α
and

\lmδ{l+iy)\=ρ\y\/4^\y\/2.

Hence from (3),

Here we can write (5) and (6) to

( 8 )

where K0(y)^K0e
π]yι/2 and K1(y)^K1(p—l)~1eπ]yU2. Therefore by the interpola-

tion, we get

(9)

where At is given by

logΛ=

and ω(f, y) is the Poisson kernel for the strip O^ί^l, —α3<j;<(χ). By the
properties of Poisson kernel, we have
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~~ ' J-OO ' "~ ' J-00 ~"

roa TOD

I ω{l — t,y)\y\dy^K and I ω(f, y)\y\dy^K.
J -co J -oo

So we get logΛί^logC+log(/) —I)"1. Hence (9) becomes

this means for Kp<2

C \\f\

Thus we get the proposition.

From this proposition, we can derive our theorem by a lemma of Carleson-

Sjδlin [3]. There is also a different type of proof of the lemma in [1, p. 481].

Remark. We reported this result before (Oct. 29, 1981) at the seminar on

real analysis in Kanazawa (see Reports of the seminar on real analysis 1981 in

Japanese). But the method of proof was more complicated. The proof of here

was suggested by Professor M. Kaneko.
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